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We demonstrate an inverse energy cascade in a minimal model of forced 2D quantum vortex
turbulence. We simulate the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for a moving superfluid subject to forcing by a
stationary grid of obstacle potentials, and damping by a stationary thermal cloud. The forcing injects large
amounts of vortex energy into the system at the scale of a few healing lengths. A regime of forcing and
damping is identified where vortex energy is efficiently transported to large length scales via an inverse
energy cascade associated with the growth of clusters of same-circulation vortices, a Kolmogorov scaling
law in the kinetic energy spectrum over a substantial inertial range, and spectral condensation of kinetic
energy at the scale of the system size. Our results provide clear evidence that the inverse energy cascade
phenomenon, previously observed in a diverse range of classical systems, can also occur in quantum
fluids.
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Turbulent fluid flows are characterized by the conserved
transfer of kinetic energy across length scales [1]. In
classical 3D turbulence, large-scale forcing leads to a
cascade of energy and vorticity toward smaller scales [2].
In stark contrast, small-scale forcing in 2D fluids may lead
to an inverse energy cascade (IEC) [3,4], associated with
energy flux toward larger scales, and the emergence of
macroscopic rotating structures from the turbulent flow.
The IEC has been widely studied in classical fluids [2,5]
and observed over a large range of scales, from soap films
[6,7] to planetary atmospheres [8]. The IEC in classical
fluids can be studied via a point-vortex model in which the
growth of large-scale flows corresponds to the clustering of
point vortices with the same circulation [9,10]. This model
provides a link between classical and quantum turbulence
(QT), and suggests the intriguing possibility that the IEC
may be observable in quantum fluids. The possibility to
realize effectively 2D superfluid flows has motivated the
study of 2D QT in atomic Bose-Einstein condensates
(BECs) [11–22], and such flows have been experimentally
demonstrated [23,24]. Although intermittent few-vortex
clustering has been observed in the breakdown of super-
fluid flow around an obstacle [16,23], establishment of a
sustained, large-scale IEC in a BEC is hindered by vortex-
antivortex annihilation, a consequence of the compressi-
bility of the superfluid [14,15]. Additionally, compressible
superfluids support a direct cascade of acoustic energy via
weak-wave turbulence [12].
In this Letter we demonstrate an IEC of quantum vorti-
ces in numerical simulations of a forced, damped BEC. We
show that the interplay between the effects of forcing and
damping leads to a regime where a clear IEC occurs. For
suitable damping acoustic energy is strongly suppressed,
leading to approximately incompressible vortex dynamics
analogous to the point-vortex model. We analyze the
dynamics of the 2D QT via the incompressible kinetic
energy (IKE) spectrum [15,25] associated with vortices,
and the statistics of vortex clustering as identified by
established measures and a new cluster-finding algorithm
we develop. We observe three clear signatures of an IEC:
(i) a sustained increase in the charge and spatial scale of
vortex clusters, (ii) a Kolmogorov k5=3 IKE spectrum [25]
spanning an inertial range of at least one decade, and
(iii) spectral condensation [26]—a macroscopic accumu-
lation of IKE at the largest length scales of the system.
Our system constitutes a BEC analog of forced 2D grid
turbulence, a scenario that has been used to demonstrate
the IEC in classical fluids [7]. We consider a superfluid
moving with initial speed v that is stirred by a stationary,
regularly spaced grid of four narrow Gaussian potentials.
We model the dynamics of the condensate, described by
wave function c ðr; tÞ, using the damped Gross-Pitaevskii
equation (dGPE) [27]
i@
@c ðr; tÞ
@t
¼ ð1 iÞðLÞc ðr; tÞ: (1)
The operator L generates the zero-temperature GPE evo-
lution, and for a quasi-2D BEC subject to tight harmonic
confinement in the z direction (with harmonic oscillator
length lz) can be written as
L ¼  @
2r2?
2m
þ Vðx; yÞ þ g2jc ðx; y; tÞj2; (2)
where Vðx; yÞ is the grid potential, and g2 ¼
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
@
2as=mlz, for atoms of mass m interacting with
s-wave scattering length as. Dissipative collisions between
condensate atoms and a stationary thermal cloud at
chemical potential  are described by the dimensionless
damping rate . Imposing periodic boundary conditions,
our system provides a model of the obstacle-induced
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spin-down of a persistent current immersed in a stationary
thermal cloud [28].
We work in energy, length, and time units of chemical
potential , healing length  ¼ @=mc, and =c, respec-
tively, where c ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ=mp is the speed of sound in the
homogeneous system. We numerically solve the dGPE in
a periodic box of length L ¼ 512, for time t ¼ 800=c
(at which time the turbulent wake reaches x ¼ L=2). To
eliminate the transient effects of abruptly raising the grid
potential we begin from a ground state of the dGPE where
the grid is comoving with the flow, and stop the grid motion
at t ¼ 0. The grid potentials are then located at x ¼
L=2þ 8 and equally spaced by L=4 in the y direction.
We add a small amount of initial noise to break the sym-
metry, and collect statistical information about the flow by
computing multiple trajectories. Typical vortex configura-
tions of the system at time t ¼ 700=c are shown in Fig. 1.
To observe turbulent flow, we choose sufficiently high
v  0:822c such that the grid nucleates vortices in a
chaotic manner [16], rather than periodically [29]. To
optimize vortex injection, we choose grid potential height
V0 ¼ 100 and 1=e2 radius w0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
p
. Each obstacle
potential injects streams of opposite-signed vortices sepa-
rated by distance 2w0. These streams carry negative
momentum, arresting the superflow, and decay into clusters
of charge 2, such that the driving operates at an energy
slightly higher than the Benard–von Ka´rma´n transition
point to turbulent injection [16].
The dimensionless damping rate  influences the vortex
dynamics, and can be controlled via the temperature. In our
forced system the stirring injects streams of small clusters
of like-sign vortices that, together with damping, are vital
for generating an IEC. At low damping (Fig. 1, upper right
panel), the vortex dynamics are dominated by mixing of
these streams and dipole formation. In the overdamped
regime (Fig. 1, lower right panel) rapid separation of the
vortex streams efficiently transfers linear momentum, spin-
ning down the superflow, and suppressing turbulent
dynamics. For intermediate damping (Fig. 1, left and cen-
ter panels) the streams are sufficiently polarized to sup-
press dipole formation, enabling clusters to merge and
expand, while remaining in a regime of turbulent vortex
dynamics. Associated with this phenomenology, we find
that the short-wavelength (k > 0:2) compressible (acous-
tic) kinetic energy for  ¼ 0:009 is suppressed by an order
of magnitude below that for  ¼ 0:003. Increasing 
further does not alter it significantly. Consequently, for
 ¼ 0:009, sound is suppressed, while the downstream
turbulent evolution is not appreciably altered by damping,
in contrast to the overdamped regime.
The expansion and merging of vortex clusters are the
key signatures of an IEC in 2D QT [21,22]. To quantify the
vortex clustering seen in Fig. 1 we have developed a
cluster-finding algorithm that identifies the vortex clusters
within a given configuration. This yields more detailed
spatiotemporal statistical information regarding vortex
clustering than scalar measures [22]. The algorithm con-
sists of two rules: (i) Opposite-sign vortices that are mutual
nearest-neighbors constitute a dipole and are removed
from the algorithm’s consideration. (ii) Same-sign vortices
that are closer to each other than either is to an opposite-
sign vortex are placed in the same cluster. Rule (i) [ii] is
FIG. 1 (color online). Vortex configurations in a rightward-flowing superfluid stirred by a stationary grid of obstacle potentials,
located at the left. Dots indicate the locations of positive (counterclockwise circulation) and negative (clockwise circulation) vortices
at time t ¼ 700=c. The vortices have been sorted into dipoles, free vortices, and clusters (see legend) using the cluster-finding
algorithm (see text). Vortices in dipoles at the smallest length scales are not resolvable on the scale shown, and appear as isolated light-
gray (green) dots. Streamlines (gray lines) give a visualization of the vortex-only velocity field by constructing the velocity field of an
identical configuration of point vortices. The two right-hand panels only show half of the computational domain.
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applied recursively to all vortices still under consideration
until no more vortices can be added to dipoles [clusters].
Rule (i) is applied first, removing the short-range velocity
fields of dipoles. The algorithm yields a decomposition of
the configuration into clusters, dipoles, and free vortices
that corresponds extremely well to the streamlines of the
point-vortex velocity field, as seen in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 2 we show how the mean charge (number of
vortices), c, and radius (average distance of vortices from
the cluster center), rc, of clusters identified by the algo-
rithm, and the 2nd- and 4th-nearest-neighbor correlations
C2 and C4 defined in Ref. [22], change as a function of
downstream distance from the grid at time t ¼ 700=c
(left column) and time (right column). For N vortices CB
is equal to
P
N
i¼1
P
B
j¼1 cij=BN, where cij ¼ 1 if vortex i and
its jth nearest neighbor have the same sign, and cij ¼ 0
otherwise. The results of the spatial and temporal analysis
are in good qualitative agreement, consistent with the
frozen-turbulence approximation (equivalence of d and
vt) [4]. Our central result is shown by the strong increases
in all measures over large ranges of d and t in the case
 ¼ 0:009, which are a clear signature of an IEC. For
lower values of the damping ( ¼ 0:003 and  ¼
0:0009) c remains generally constant while rc increases
slowly, providing no clear evidence for an IEC. For higher
damping ( ¼ 0:03) the results are consistent with the
appearance of quasistationary linear clusters immediately
behind the stirrers observed in Fig. 1. These clusters are
analogous to stable (laminar) viscous shear layers in the
wake of the obstacles. Simulations with larger x domain
(L0x ¼ 2L) confirm that, for all values of the damping, the
clustering statistics remain in the same quasi-steady state
for times up to the maximum propagation time (L0x=v).
The IKE spectrum of our system (Fig. 3) can be com-
pared to the spectrum for an idealmodel of 2D QT given in
Ref. [21]. This model consists of quantum vortices with
compressible cores; incompressible energy is efficiently
transported from small-scale forcing toward large scales
via vortex dynamics, but coupling of vortex dynamics to
the sound field is neglected. In the ultraviolet (UV) region
(k 1) the IKE spectrum is
EiUðkÞ ¼ CðkÞ3  2N3ðkÞ3; (3)
where is a dimensionless constant related to the structure
of a compressible quantum vortex core, N is the total
vortex number,  ¼ 2@2n0=m2 is a constant with
dimensions of enstrophy, and n0 ¼ =g2 is the homoge-
nous system density. The k3 form of Eq. (3) is a universal
feature of compressible 2D QT arising from the finite size
of a vortex core, and is not associated with a direct ens-
trophy cascade. At the wave number k  1 there is a
crossover to point-vortex behavior in the infrared (IR)
region (L1 & k & k). Assuming (a) forcing wave number
kf  k, and (b) all N vortices participate in clustering, the
IR region’s spectrum takes the Kolmogorov form
EiCðkÞ ¼ CðkÞ5=3 (4)
over an inertial range. The extent of the inertial range is
linked to the scale range of vortex clusters, and it has been
shown that appropriately distributed vortices in clusters of
charge c ¼ 5 are sufficient to generate a decade of inertial
range. In our simulations kf is determined by w0: treating
the injected vortices as streams of dipoles of width lf ¼
2w0, forcing occurs near kf ¼ 2=lf, corresponding to the
FIG. 2 (color online). Spatiotemporal statistics of vortex clus-
tering averaged over eight trajectories. For four values of  we
show the mean charge c and radius rc of clusters identified by
the cluster-finding algorithm and the 2nd and 4th order nearest-
neighbor correlation functions C2 and C4 defined in Ref. [22].
The left column shows clustering as a function of downstream
distance from the grid d at time t ¼ 700=c, obtained by
counting only clusters with center in (c and rc), or vortices
lying in (C2 and C4), a box of dimensions (64, 512) centered
at (d L=2, 0). The right column shows clustering as a function
of time t. For c and rc, we use a box centered at (vt 32, 0)
and hence comoving with the flow. Insets show the results for a
delayed box centered at (vt 96, 0). For C2 and C4, we show
the average value for the entire system. Dashed horizontal lines
at c ¼ 2:9 and C2 ¼ C4 ¼ 0:5 indicate the expected value of
these quantities for a random arrangement of vortices.
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peak in the IKE spectrum of such a vortex dipole [21]. Our
choice w0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
p
 thus corresponds to kf ¼ 1:11 k, satisfy-
ing assumption (a). Since the number of vortices partic-
ipating in clustering, Nc, is generally less than N,
assumption (b) is not always satisfied. However, in this
case the replacements N ! Nc and C! C  CNc=N in
Eq. (4) give a better description of the inertial range, while
retaining continuity with the UV region at k  k.
For all values of damping the UV spectrum agrees with
the 2D QT prediction [Eq. (3)]. For  ¼ 0:0009 [Fig. 3(a)]
the IR spectrum does not exhibit a clear k5=3 scaling and
lacks temporal stability. A buildup of energy around k is
evident, suggesting a possible bottleneck [30], associated
with inefficient energy transport away from forcing wave
number kf. For  ¼ 0:003 [Fig. 3(b)] the IR spectrum
closely follows the modified 2D QT prediction [Eq. (4)
with N ! Nc] over an inertial range of almost a decade of
k, is steady for times 300=c & t & 600=c, and has a
weaker bottleneck around kf. This is consistent with
increased vortex clustering (Fig. 1), and suggests the onset
of an IEC. For  ¼ 0:009 [Fig. 3(c)], the IR spectrum
approximates the ideal 2D QT form [Eq. (4)] over a wide
inertial range (at least one decade) and is completely stable
after t  400=c. This is consistent with strong vortex
clustering (Fig. 1), and a fully developed IEC. For strong
damping ( ¼ 0:03) the spectrum has a large concentra-
tion of energy in the IR region, but does not conform to the
ideal 2D QT power law.
Flux of IKE to scales approaching the system size leads to
an effect known as spectral condensation, associated with
the emergence of macroscopic rotating structures [26].
Previously, IKE fluxes in compressible, forced 2D QT
have been calculated by neglecting the compressible part
of the kinetic energy, or introducing assumptions regarding
its coupling to the IKE spectrum [14,15]. In Fig. 4 we
provide a clear demonstration of a negative IKE flux by
considering the IKE accumulated at the system scale, given
by Ei0 
R
4k
k E
iðkÞdk where k ¼ 2=L. Excluding the
point at k ¼ 0 projects out any contribution from irrota-
tional linear superflow; this is equivalent to calculating the
spectrum in the rest frame of the fluid, and ensures that Ei0
gives a robust signature of spectral condensation due to
macroscopic vortex clustering. In contrast to the other
cases, for  ¼ 0:009 we observe sustained rapid growth
of the spectral condensate [Fig. 4(a)], corresponding
to a consistent flux of energy toward the system scale
[Fig. 4(b)], unambiguously demonstrating the IEC at this
value of the damping. In this case the turbulent IEC ulti-
mately induces an even larger fractional condensation of
energy than the very large laminar flow structures appearing
in the overdamped case [Fig. 4(c)].
FIG. 3 (color online). Incompressible kinetic energy spectra at
t ¼ 550=c for damping parameters (a)  ¼ 0:0009,
(b)  ¼ 0:003, (c)  ¼ 0:009 (circles), averaged over eight tra-
jectories. Lines show theoretical predictions for k3 [Eq. (3)] and
Kolmogorov k5=3 [Eq. (4)] spectra (see legend) in ideal 2D QT,
with no fitted parameters. The Kolmogorov spectrum is shown
using both the clustered vortex number Nc (constant C
), and the
total vortex numberN (constantC) for comparison. We also show
wave numbers associated with the core size (1), the forcing
scale (kf), and the mean diameter of the largest cluster (kc). In an
ideal IEC, kc approximately captures the lowest wave number of
the Kolmogorov spectral region [21].
FIG. 4 (color online). Signatures of spectral condensation.
(a) Incompressible energy accumulated at the system scale
(Ei0, see text) and associated with the condensate. (b) Energy
flux i0 ¼ dEi0=dt from the condensate to the rest of the
system. (c) Ei0 as a fraction of the total incompressible kinetic
energy, Eitot ¼
R1
k E
iðkÞdk.
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We have demonstrated an inverse energy cascade in a
quantum analog of classical 2D grid turbulence [7]. We
solve the Gross-Pitaevskii equation describing a moving
superfluid arrested by a grid of obstacle potentials, and
damped by a stationary thermal cloud. We identify a
regime of damping where quantum vortex clustering
increases with time in the freely evolving superfluid turbu-
lence downstream of the stirrers. This constitutes an in-
verse energy cascade, as corroborated by a Kolmogorov
k5=3 incompressible kinetic energy spectrum, and a flux
of incompressible kinetic energy to large scales. The dem-
onstration of an inverse energy cascade of quantum vorti-
ces in a minimal model establishes a new link between
classical and quantum turbulence, and our methods of
analysis form a foundation for future studies of quantum
vortex turbulence in two-dimensional superfluids. Our
findings open new directions in the study of forced
and decaying superfluid turbulence [16,29] and provide a
dynamical realization of the negative-temperature states
for point vortices originally envisaged by Onsager [9].
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